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Mark and pre-drill holes for wood screws or drill and tap 
for machine screws on the door for the door closer and on 
the frame for the slide track. Orient the door closer so that 
the control valves face the hinges. Attach the door closer 
to door with the appropriate supplied screws.

1. Door closer and sliding track MUST be perfectly 
level (use a level).

2. There must be at least a 6 mm clearance between 
the sliding track arm and the top edge of the door as 
it opens.

3. There must be at least a 2 mm clearance between 
the sliding track and the sliding track arm when the 
door is closed.

4.The door closer and sliding track must be firmly 
attached.

1. Door closer and sliding track MUST be perfectly 
level (use a level).

2. There must be at least a 6 mm clearance between 
the sliding track arm and the top edge of the door as 
it opens.

3. There must be at least a 2 mm clearance between 
the sliding track and the sliding track arm when the 
door is closed.

4.The door closer and sliding track must be firmly 
attached.

Control
valves

Hinge

Attach slide track to frame using the appropriate supplied 
mounting screws. Pre-drill for wood screws, drill & tap for 
machine screws

Close the door and rotate the sliding track arm to line up 
with the screw hole on the sliding component of the track 
(as shown above) and secure with supplied screw.
Test door opening and closing, ensure theres is no 
binding in any of the moving parts.
Adjust the door closer sweep and latching speeds as 
desired. 
Adjust the position of the hold function (if desired) and 
secure the hold-open mechanism in place with the 
supplied hex socket screw.

Install the included cover and pivot cap as shown.Install the sliding track arm on to door closer's top shaft 
at 45° as indicated above (for preloading) and attach with 
supplied screw.
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Sliding Arm for TC603 / TC623 Door Closer TC603 (LEFT HAND DOOR)

Do not use as template.
Document is NOT TO SCALE.

All dimensions are in millimeters (mm).
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Do not use on fire labelled doors.
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  Do not use on fire labelled doors.

Assemble sliding track parts as indicated above.
Ensure the hold-open parts are in the correct orientation. 
For Hold-Open: Orient the hooks for the stop and slider 
face each other. They will interlock and hold each other 
when pressure is applied. To release, pull on the door 
slightly. 
For No Hold-Open (plain stop): Orient the flat side of 
the stop and slider towards each other. They will simply 
bump together. The sliding arm stop is not meant to 
replace a proper door stop.
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Mark and pre-drill holes for wood screws or drill and tap 
for machine screws on the door for the door closer and on 
the frame for the slide track. Orient the door closer so that 
the control valves face the hinges. Attach the door closer 
to door with the appropriate supplied screws.

1. Door closer and sliding track MUST be perfectly 
level (use a level).

2. There must be at least a 6 mm clearance between 
the sliding track arm and the top edge of the door as 
it opens.

3. There must be at least a 2 mm clearance between 
the sliding track and the sliding track arm when the 
door is closed.

4.The door closer and sliding track must be firmly 
attached.

1. Door closer and sliding track MUST be perfectly 
level (use a level).

2. There must be at least a 6 mm clearance between 
the sliding track arm and the top edge of the door as 
it opens.

3. There must be at least a 2 mm clearance between 
the sliding track and the sliding track arm when the 
door is closed.

4.The door closer and sliding track must be firmly 
attached.

Control
valves

Hinge

Attach slide track to frame using the appropriate supplied 
mounting screws. Pre-drill for wood screws, drill & tap for 
machine screws

Close the door and rotate the sliding track arm to line up 
with the screw hole on the sliding component of the track 
(as shown above) and secure with supplied screw.
Test door opening and closing, ensure theres is no 
binding in any of the moving parts.
Adjust the door closer sweep and latching speeds as 
desired. 
Adjust the position of the hold function (if desired) and 
secure the hold-open mechanism in place with the 
supplied hex socket screw.

Install the included cover and pivot cap as shown.Install the sliding track arm on to door closer's top shaft 
at 45° as indicated above (for preloading) and attach with 
supplied screw.
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Do not use as template.
Document is NOT TO SCALE.

All dimensions are in millimeters (mm).
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  Do not use on fire labelled doors.

Do not use on fire labelled doors.

Assemble sliding track parts as indicated above.
Ensure the hold-open parts are in the correct orientation. 
For Hold-Open: Orient the hooks for the stop and slider 
face each other. They will interlock and hold each other 
when pressure is applied. To release, pull on the door 
slightly. 
For No Hold-Open (plain stop): Orient the flat side of 
the stop and slider towards each other. They will simply 
bump together. The sliding arm stop is not meant to 
replace a proper door stop.


